ACCESION OF LATVIA

Memorandum on the Foreign Trade Regime

Addendum

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Latvia has submitted the following documentation concerning Latvia's foreign trade regime:

- Law on the customs duty (tariffs);
- Resolution and law on the Bank of Latvia;
- Resolution and law on banks;
- Law on competition and restriction of monopoly;
- Law on trademarks;
- Law on industrial design protection;
- Patent law;
- Resolution and law on bookkeeping;
- Decree and law on joint stock companies;
- Resolution and law on income tax;
- Resolution and law on limited liability companies;
- Resolution and law on foreign investment in the Republic of Latvia;
- Resolution and law on excise tax;
- Resolution and law on turnover tax;
- Resolution and law of the Republic of Latvia on entrepreneurial activity;
- Regulation on food.

The documentation is available in the Secretariat (Room 2017, Accessions Division) for consultation. The law on the customs duty will be circulated in document L/7526/Add.2 (English only).